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Given a graph G = (V, B) and an integer vector 6 EN, a b-matching isa set of edges Fc E 
such that any vertex v E V is incident to at most 6” edges in F. The adjacency on the convex 
hull of the inlzidence vectors of the b-matchings is characterized by a very general adjacency 
criterion, the coloring triter on, which is at least sufficient for all O-l-polyhedra and which can 
be checked in the b-matching case by a Bnear algorithm. 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph without loops and =nultiple dges. For a 
vertex 1) E V, let o(tl) denote the set of all edges i&dent to zt. Now, let b EN?“’ be a 
tuple of positive integers assigned to the vertices of G. Then a subset of edges 
Fc E is calle.3 a b-matchiltg (c.f. [1, p. lSC], [4# p. 77]), if each vertex u E V is 
incident to at most b, edges in F, i.e. if 
(1) lw(u)FI s b, for any 2) E V. 
(Throughout this paper we will use the notation AI3 for A n B where A and B 
are any two sets.) A b-matching can be interpreted as a O-l-vector x E (0, llE 
with the property 
(2) X, s b, for any ~JC V. 
Difkent but closely related is the concept of an integer 
nonnegative intrsger vector x E NE satisfying (2). Some 
b-matching which is a 
authors use the term 
b-matching for integer b-matching. A b--matching F where b = (1, . . . 3 I) is 
simply called a matching. 
Due to the great importance of matchings and b-matchings for combinatorial 
optimization problems, these graph-theoretical concepts have been extensively 
studied in the literature. In particular ithas been shswn by Edmonds [3] that the 
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mat&‘!ng problem (i.e. the determination of a m;kxlmurn-weight-sum (h-) 
matching, cani lbe so’lved by a polynomial algorithm. Morecver, Edmonds ex- 
amined the b-r)t~tchi~qg polyhedron, i.e. the convex hull of the iilcidence vectors X’ 
of the b-matchings 1’ and gave a complete (however redundant) description of 
thi; polyhedrc n in terms of linear inequalities. The face,ts of a special kind of the 
b-matching pcllyhedron (G a complete graph and 6 = (2, . . . ,2)) were determined 
in [6], the Caci~~ of the integer b-matching polyhedron were described in [l ‘I]. 
In this paper we wili give another characterization of the b-matching polyhcd- 
ron by developing a suificient and necessary condition for the adjacency of (the 
incidence vecors of) two b-matchings on the b-matching pol;rhedron.. The adja- 
cency structurl: of the ordinaq matching polyhedron was studied by ChvBtal in [2] 
but his meth&ls seem not to carry over to the general case. Therelfore we 
ch:iracterize here the adjacency on the i?-matching polyhedron by the sID-called 
coloring crirei,ion, a very general adjacency criterion developed in [<I]. This 
criberion is suBicient for the adjacency on any O-Upolyhedron and-as waE shown 
in [S] and [7]-also neclf!ssary for Mary polyhedrii belonging to important com- 
biqatorial optimization problems. 
In Section Z we will describe the coloring critl:rion for the b-matching r?_se. 
Section 3 derives some properties of the “coarsest coloring” and usini? these, 
Section 4 proves the main result. Finally in Section 5 we show that the g:oloring 
criterion for the adjacency of two b-matchings in a graph with n vertices can be 
checked by an algorithm with time and space complexity O(n). We will prove a,i 
results for an rlrbiyrary intege; vector b E NV but recommend that the reader con- 
centrate on tht: case b = (2,. . . ,2) because in this special case the essential ideas 
are much easier :o comprehend. 
2. Coloring critwion 
Ler G = ( V, E) be an undirected gra:lh, b EN” 2 positive integer vector, S the 
set of all h-matchings in G, and P the :onvex hull of the incidence vectors x” of 
the h-matchings 1% S. Two distinct b-matchings F,, F, E S are called adpcent if 
their incidence vc:ctors x ‘1, xF2 lie on a common ed;;e of the ptAyhedron .P, i.e. if 
Ihere are n3 b-rna,.chings &, . . . , Fr satisfying 
ObviousI), (E’, S) i;i fii~ independence system, t2lat is, a subset of a b-matching is 
also a b-matching. The circuits of (E, S), i.e. the minimal subsets of E not 
belonging to & are the sets Z,, satisfying 
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A coloring of a set A is a partition of A into nonvoid subsets, i.e. a subset C of 
the power set of A ;irch that Kf 8, KL := 8 for any K, L E C and U C= A (IJ C 
denotes the union of all sets in C). The sets KE C are called color classes. The 
purpose of this paper is to prove that the following criterion is sufficient and 
necessary for the adjacency of F,, Fz E S: 
For any coloring C of t symmetric difference Fl A Fz 
( = F1 U F,\FIFz) iitk ICI 32 there exist two c r classes K, L E C and a circuit 
& such that 
As the number of all colorings cf 1r, ‘4 Fz is extrac3rdinarily high, it seems to be 
hard, if not impossible, to check the validity of this criterion. But in fact it is 
enough to check (5) for at most IV1 colorings using the concept of feasible 
cc lorings. To give a recursive ciefinition of feasible colorings, we call a coloring C 
of Ft A F, feasible if either lC”l- IFI h F,I (every edge in F1 A F, has a different 
color) or if there exists a feasible colc)ring C with IC’l = ICI - 1, a circuit Z,,, and 
two color classes K, L E C satisfying (5) and 
6) C’- C\(K, L}U{KUL}. 
O:bviously the feasible colorings are just the colorings produced by the coloring 
algorithm that starts with the coloring C = ((e) I e E F, A F2} (every edge a disiicct 
c;tlor) and that, whenever there exist color classes K, L E C and a circuit 2, with 
(5), “combines” K and L to a common color class K U L. 
A coloring C’ is called coarser than :: coloring C if any color class of C is 
contained in a color class of C’. For example equality (6) implies that C’ is coarser 
than C. The following theorem which relates the coloring criterion and the 
concept of feasible colorings was proved in [7] and [9]. 
Theorem 1. Each performmce of the coloring algorithm leads to the same final 
coloring C whi31 is the coarsest feasible coloring of F, A F,. The coloring criterion is 
fulfilled ifl C consists of only one color rlnss (i.e. ~21 edges have the same color). 
Let us illustrate these concepts by an example where the graph G = (V, E) and 
the vector 6 E v are given by Fig. 1. For each vertex v t e ember on the left 
ber of the vertex, the number on the right the b, attached to v. 
Let F, and F2 be the s-zt of edges drawn a:, straight and wavy lines, re 
Clearly they are b-matchings. Let us n 
we recognize that the vertices v = I, 2,4,5,7,8 are inci&r?t t 
F, \ F:, and to one in F, \ FI and more 
corresponding sets W(V) are circuits w 
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Fig. 1. 
get the following feasible coloring 
C={K=i:12, 13,23},L={34,46}, M={35,56),N={67,68,78}). 
‘The circuits Z, = { 13,23,34,37} and 2: = { 13,23,35,37} satisfy 
Hence the three color classe:: K, L, M can be combined in two steps to a new class 
K U L U M. Finally Z6 = {46,56,67, S - + IL a circuit with 
Q=F,(K’UkU M)UFJVUF,F,, 
thus also the two remaining color classes K U L U M and N can be combined. By 
Theorem 1, c’ = {F’, A F2} is the coarsest feasible coloring and by our main results 
in Section 4, F1 and F3 are adjacent. 
A closer look on the examp!e above reveals a remarkable phenomenon: I”n any 
feasible (:oloriq produced during the coloring algorithm. each color class K 
possesses at most two vertices which “contact” anot‘ler color class L. For 
example, the only contact vertex for color class K is vertex 3; the contact vertices 
for color class KU L are vertices 3 and 4 r%s we will show in the next section, this 
property holds for all b-matchings and has great importance for the proof of the 
necessity of the coloring criterion as well as for an tfficier t implementation of the 
coloring algorithm. 
erties of the feasiblle colorings 
Let G = i ‘4 E) be a graph, b E ” a positive inkger vector, F1, F2 two distinct 
b-matchings in G, C a feasible coloring, and K t: C a color class. A vertex I.I E V is 
calied a contact wrtex of K if ZJ is incident to an edge in K and to an edlge in 
another color cl;ass L E C\,(K). The following lemrr a will be the main tool for the 
proof of our P.dJac:ency criterion: 
e Let K be a color class of a feasible coloring C. Tlten: 
.as at mcsl two contuct vertices. 
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(b) For 
is the only contact vertex of K, 
or Iw(v)K( = 3 and (w(v)F,F,( = b, - 2, 
or Io( = 4, 11rp(v)~F~I = lo(v)liTF,l = 2 and v is the only contact vertex of K. 
oof. We prove the lemma by an induction on I Cl. If ICI = IF, A &I, every color 
class of C consists of a single edge and thz lemma is clearly true. Now let C’ be a 
feasible coloring with IC’/ < (F, A F,I. By the definition of feasible colorings, there 
exis:s a feasible coloring C with ICI= ICI - 1, a circuit Z,, and K? L E C satisfying 
(5) and (6). By the induction hypothesis, the assertion holds for C and has only to 
be shown for the new color class K U L. The following two relations are obvious: 
(7) 
(8) 
IZW~~,I + IZ,LF,I -f ~z~F,F,I = b, + 1, 
I&FiIdiO(W)filSb, for iEi(l,2). 
(a) Clearly any contact vertex of KU L is also a contact verte:x of K or of L. 
Vertex w is a common contact vertex of K and L and by part (a) of the lemma for 
C, each of these sets has at most one contact vertex apart from w. Hence KU L 
can have at most three contact vertices. However we will shcw now that one of 
these three candidates is in fact not a contact vertex of KU L which yirlds (a) for 
K U L. By pal? tb) of the lemma for C, one of the four stated ;*ases holds for K 
and L. It is easy to see that in eat:: of these cases we have 
In view of (72, this implies 
(10) lZ,F,F& b, -3. 
This leads to the iollowing four cases for (z,F,F,~: 
Case 1. IZ,,F,F,i 2 bW - 1. By (7), (8), we have then: IZ,KF,/ = IZJ&I = 1 and 
ZwMFi = (d fo;- any ME C\{K, L) and i ~{1,2). Hence w is not a contact vertex of 
KUL. 
Case .!. I.z,F, F,I = 6, - 2. By (7) and (8) we can without loss of generality 
assume that lZ,,.KF,l = 2 and lZ,LF,I = 1. If moreover w( w)KFS # $4 then as in 
case 1, w is not a contact vertex of KU L. Otherwise we have Io( #)KI = 2 and 
part (b) of the lemma implies that K has no contact vertex different fro.= w. 
Case 3. (ZJ, F21== !I,,, - 3. By (7) and (9) we have then IZJF,I =T IZ,,,LF~/ = 2. 
If moreover w(w)KF, # p f o(M~)LF~, then IZ,,,(KU L U FlF2>Fil= K, for i E 
{1,2), hence w is no contact vertex of erwise we have wdhout loss of 
generality !o.,(w)K( = 2, and by part (b), w is the only contact vertex of K. In all 
these cases there are at most two ver contact vertices of 
{b) Let. v be a co loss of ~e~l~ra~ity 
lo(v)KI 2 Iw(vlL,I. 
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Case 1. lo(u)(K U L)l = 2. If v were identical to HI, then (7) and (8) would 
imply 
lW(U)KI = lo(v>LI = 1, Iw(v)F,F,l= h, - 1 
and 0 could not be a contact vertex of KU L, a contradiction. Thus u# w. If 
w( VjL = $9, then v would be a contact vertex of K with Iw(v)K~ = 2; hence v 
would bc the only contact vertex of K, thus v = W, a contradiction. Hence 
O(ZJ)L # g and also o( w)lC:f $9, therefore v is a common contact vertex of K and 
L. Since K as well as L has at most one contact ver:ex apart from w, v is the only 
contact veiiex of KU 1,. 
Case 2. lo(v)(K U L)I = 3. If Iw(u)KI = 3, the asserr:ilDn I~(v)F,F,~ = b, -2 fol- 
lows immediately from the lemma for C. Hence we GUI assume that lo(u)KI = 2, 
(CI( V)LI = 1. Therefore v is the only contact vertex of .K, thus ZJ = w and 
10(~)~1~21 3 (z,F,I;,I 2 b, - 3. 
I&J)F&J = bu - 3 would imply the contradiction 
lzJ = lz,wJ u1-f l&VW4 
s lo(v)(K u L)’ + Io(v)FJ$~ = b,, = bw. 
Arrd if I~(v)F,F,~NI,--1, then (o(v)(KUL)(=3 would imply lo(u)~+b~ for 
so’:ne i E { 1,2}, a contradiction. Thus Iw(V)F~~il= b, - 2, 
&se 3. ~w(v)(KU L)I = 4. If Iw(c)KI = 4, the assertion for this case follows 
ir;mediately. If jo(v)Kl= 3 and thus loci = 1, the lemma for C would imply 
(o(t~)F,F,j = b, - 2. Then clearly 
Iw(v)(KUL UFlFz)FiI= b for iE{1,2}, 
and o could be no contact vertex of KU L, a comradiction. Therefore 
(11) Io( = lo(v)LI = 2. 
&,r pan (b) of the lemma, v is the only contact vertex of K as well as of L, thus 
u == w and v is the only contact vertex of KU L. Let us suppose now that 
!w(v)KE’, 1 G 1. Then, by (1 l), Iw(v)K&I 3 1 and from (7) and (8): 
MN& u F, F,)J 3 JZJLF, u F*F~)I 
=b,+l-!Z,,,KF,I 
a b, + 1 - [o(v)KFII a I,,,,. 
Bu; this yieids the contradiction 
lo(v)d;,( 2 (w(v)KF,( + (o(v)(LF, U F,FJ 
2 1 + b,. 
Therefore Io( V) K.F, I 3 2 ; in view of (11) this implies 
I~:Nw WI - lo(~)~~,I = 2, 
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and analogously one gets 
it follows 
~o(w)(LF,uF,~~~~~z,~-~o(w)KF,~=b,+l-2=&~-l, 
lo(w)F,I 3 )w(w)KF,1+ lo(~u)(LF, U F,F,)I 3 2 + b, - 1 = b, + 1, 
a contradiction. 
4. Main resuM 
Using the lemma just proved, we can now show that the coloring criterion is 
necessary and sufficient for the adjacency of b-matchings. 
Theorem 2. Let G = ( V, E) be a graph, b czNV and Fl , F2 two disti’td b- 
matchings= 7&m the following statements are equiuaient: 
(i) F,, F2 are adjacent b-matchings. 
(ii) There are no b-matchings F,, F4 different from Fl, 1; with the property 
F,UF,=F,UF4, FlF,=:FsF4. 
(iii) The coloring criterion (with respect o F,, F2) is s&fit&. 
mof. The two implications (i) + (ii) j and (iii) 3 (i) hold for arl&rarJj O-l- 
polyhedra and have been proven in d [9]. Thus we will give only a brief 
sketch of the proofs. 
“(i) 3 (ii)“. If there were b-mat</: F3, F as in (ii), then $(x~+- xF2) = 
&xc + ~~4) would be a representation 
iyiii) 3 (i)“. Suppose there is a re nta%:n (3). Then it EU be shown by 
induction that for any feasible colorin the following property holds 
(12) KF,=KFl or KF;-=K& r any j’s3 and KEC. 
By Theorem 1, (iii) implies that C = si&le colorijlg and (12) for 
K=FlAFz yields I;;,=Fl or Fj=Fz, o (3). The induction men- 
tioned above uses the recursive d&nit of feasiible colorings and the fact tkt a 
b-matching 4 and two color classes K t wil:h (12) which can be combined to 
KU L according to a circuit Z, with annot fulfil JS$ = KF, and LF;- = I&. 
“(ii) =$ (iii)“. This is the most impor result of this paper. Let (ii) be satisfied 
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and let C be the coarsest feasible coloring. Then there is no “partial coloring” Cr 
wil:h 8 # C, 5 C such that, where C, = C\ C1, each contact vertex u incident to an 
edge in U C, and to tin edge in U C, satisfies 
(13) lo(u)((~~nUC,)U(F_inUC,)UF,F;)I~~~ for iE(1,2}. 
(F-i is to denote F1 if i = 2 and Fz if i = 1.) For if there, existed such a Cl, then 
F3 = (F, n LJ G) u 0% n U c,) u W’g, 
F4=(FZn ~JCl)u(FIn UC,)UF,F, 
would yield a contradiction to (ii). We suppose now thal. C consists of more than 
ore color class and get a contradiction by cb,rstructi;lg a partiai coloring C, 
satisfying (13). Then the assertion follows immediately ftom Theorem 1. We give 
a short sketch of the proof: 
First we will show in Proposition 1 that out ‘of the four cases which are 
permitted by the lemma in Section 3, only ,the first and. with further restrictions, 
the s.econd can hold in our context. 
Tlis enables the construction of a sequence (Kj) of color classes analogous to a 
path In a graph. In Proposition 2 we will show that this “path” leads through all 
color classes of C. We then define “simple vertices”. that are vertices which 
are - apart from “loops’‘-passed only once. In Propovition 3, we exclude the 
occurrence of most such simple vertices and then perform the main construction. 
The following argument is used several times in the proof. If a vertex v satisfies 
then it follows for i ~{1,2): 
l4MiFi n U c,) u (F_, n U c2) u F,F,)I = 
= Ia(u)((F-i n U Cl> U (F-i n IJ C,) U F,F,)( 
s lo(O)F-i1 s 6” 
and thus inequality (13) holds for v. Now we have 
Proposition I. Any contact vertex v of a color class K of a coarsest feadde 
coloring C sati#es lo<v)KI = 1 or = 2; if Iu(v)KI = 2, then b, 33. 17te inclusion 
w(v) K c Fi holds for some i E{ 1,2]. But there are MO two color classes K, .L E C 
such that l~(v)I<l = lo(v)Ll = 2, o(v)K c &, o(v)L c Fz. 
oof. Let v be a contact vertex of a color class KE C, it is incident with an edge 
2: w E L E C\(K). By part (b) of the lemrla we have the following cases: 
Case 1. Iw(v)KI = 1. In this case, nothing remains to be shown. 
Case 2. loci = 2. If w(v)K consisted of an edge in F1 and of one in F,, then 
Cl = {K‘l would be a partial coloring with (14) and thus with (13), a contradiction. 
X-zrefore o( v)K c Fi for some i G { 1,2} Clearly 1)” 2 2. If 6, = 2, then VW E F_+L 
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and Z,, = ofo)KU{ow} is a circuit t;uhlch shows that C\(lK, L)U(M UL} is a 
coarser feasible coloring, a contradiction. Therefore b, a 3. Now suppose that also 
lo(u)Ll= 2 and o(u)L c F-i. Then C, = {Is 2) satisfies (14) and thus (13). Hence 
if C# C,, this Cl would lead to a c,7atr,adiction. Therefore C= (K, L}. But if 
b, = 3, then o(u) is a circuit because of which C\{K, L}U {K U 1,; is a coarser 
feasible coloring, a contradiction, and’ if bu ~4, then CI = {IQ ii a partial coloring 
with (13). Thus in any case we get a contradict&. 
Case 3. ~o(u)KI = 3. By part (b! of the lemma, we have /o(v)F’&~ = b, -2. 
Hence there is an i ~{1,2} with \o(u)F,KI= 2, (o(u)~._~~\ = 1, and VW E F-& 
B.ecause of the circuit 2 = u(o)(FJW F,F,) U (VW}, C\{K, L}U{K U L) is a 
coarser feasible coloring, co: itradiction. 
Case 4. lo(u)K\ = 4. Ther by part (b) of the lemma, C, := {K) satisfies (14) and 
thus (13). 
Now we construct a sequence (u,, KS+l, ZI~+~, . . . v,+ &, ut) which has proyer- 
ties similar to those of an alternating path in a graph, namely 
( 15) The Ki ‘s, s < j s t, are distinct color classes in C. 
(16) Each Ujp s <j C Z, is a COIIUIIOII contact vertex of Kj and Kj+l. 
(17) If z)j= Uj+l, tI er this vertex is incident d exatily two edges of #i+l) hence 
(by the lemma) it is the only contact vertex of Kj+l l
(18) For any j,s< j <: t, there is ‘XI i ~{1,2} slich that o(Uj)K’C& O(uj)K”+, c 
F -_i* 
The sequence is maximal, i.e. it cannot be extended on either 
violating one of the properties (15) to (18) above. 
Fig. 2. 
side without 
The existence of such a (nonvoid) sequence is evident: We start with a sequence 
consisting of a single color class and extend it on either side as long as possible 
without viailating (15) to (18). A eh;reat deal of the technical difficulties in the 
following al’gument is due to the possibility of “loops” like at vertex o2 in Fig. 2; 
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note that, by Reposition 1, in the case b, = 2 for all v E V, such “ioops” do not 
exist. 
Proposition 2. {&+r, . . . , iK,)= C. 
Proof. Let Cr = {Ks+t, . . . , K,}. By (18) and 
(13) hold for C, ={I’~+l,. . , K,} and each 
w(v,)K, CF'i for some i ~{1,2} and by (18) 
Proposition 1, equatiorn (14) and thus 
vertex vj with I.J # vj# z+. Moreover, 
By ( 19) and Proposit ion I, C, = C\ CI satisfies 
O(V,)F-i IT [_J C* = 8. 
Therefore 
lh~,Mfi n \J c,) u (F- , n U c,) u F,F,I s I~v~)F,I s h,, 
lo(vt)((F-i (1 CJ G) U (E n U G) U F,F,)I 
= 10(V,bF-i n U GJ + (o(v,)((fi n U C,) U F,E;,)I 
s ldw;, n u cd + b(~,)((Fi n u au wdl 
d (o(v,)l;,( s b”,. 
Analogous inequalities hold also at vertex v,. Hence C, = {&+I, . . . , K,} fulfills 
(13) and so C, = C. 
Now we call al vertex v E {q, . . . , v,? a simple vertex if (j I vj = V} = 
{j’, j’+ 1,. . . , j"} with j's j". Because of (17), (18), and Proposition 1, this 
definition is equivalent t0 {j I 'Ui = v} = {j'} or = {j', j'+ 1). Any other vertex from 
-IQ, ’ - . 9 v,} is called a multipk vertex. For example in Fig. 2, vl = v6 iS a ndipk 
, verrex, any other vertex is a :iimple vertex. 
Proposition 3. A&Y an appropriate renumbering, each vj with V, If VI # V; is a 
multiple vertex. 
Proof. Suppose u with V~ # v+ v, is a simple \,ertex. Suppose further that there 
exists a second simple vertex lw. Without loss of gl:nerality we can assume 
SC13itl~IVj=V}=j’C j”=Illax{j~vj= w}S 1. 
(In Fig. 2, consider the simple vertices v = v2 and w = 11,) with j’ = 2, j” = 4.) Let 
Cl =(Kja+l, a. s 7 Kjlf) and Cz= C\fC,. By (18) there is an iE{l,2} with o(V)*?CjjC 
F-i, w(v)Kj*+, c Fim Hence 
~(v)((Fi n IJ Cl) U (F-i n U (7;) U FlF2) 
= O(V;‘(l~Ki~, * U F-iKjl U F,Fz). 
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If the cardin&rty of this set exceeded 9, it would contain a circuit combining Ki, 
and Kfm+1, a contradiction. Therefore (13) is satisfied for this indeli i, and for the 
other one it follows from 
Analogously (13) follows for w, and all other vertices Uj’+2, . . . , qm satisfy (14) and 
thus (13). Moreover, because of s < j’ G j” we have @# C, # C. This yields a 
contradiction. 
Thus u = I+ is the only simple vertex. Suppose now that v, # u,. Tlren, for similar 
reasons as above, C, = (I$, ;, . . . , KJ satisfies inequality (13) at all vertices 
t)l*, . . . . II,_ 1 and- as can easily be deduced from tag # : f and Proposition 2-also at 
ut. Moreover s < j’ < t implies !I + CI # C. Thus this assumption, tab, yieids a 
contradiction. Hence u, = u, (the sequence (u,, K,+l, . . Kt, u,) corresponds to a 
cycle). But then we can renumber the sequence such that u = u, = zi. Since u is the 
only simple vertex, the proposition is proved. 
Now we come to the main argument of the pr~f: As C has more than one color 
class, Proposition 2 implies I{K~+~, . . . , &fl= /a 2 2:: hence therz is a vertex u 
with u, # u # u,. By Propositiori 3, u is a multiple vertex. Then tk ere are indices 
j, k, 1 such that s <j < k < i and u = ul = y # uk (cf. Fig. 3). 
Let u be chosen such that under the conditions above, the index Z is minimal. 
Now uk is a multiple vertex, for if it were a simple vertex, the definition of j, k, I 
would impiy t& # ok # I.+ and by Proposition 3, u, would neverthekss be a miihiple 
vertex. Hence there are indices ??I’, m $ k such that k < m’< m and uk = u,,, # u,+ 
By thz minimality of I we have k <= 16 m and t)tn = ;;li( # ur implies even 2 < m. By 
Proposition 1 there is an i ~{1,2} such that o(O)Kj+, ~4 and either W(U)& cF-, 
or o(u)K, c Fi. Let us firs: assume o(u)& c F_,. Then Cl = {Ki+l, . . . , &I satisfies 
r 1 vsq Ks+1 g . . . . . . -=r / 
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(l4), thus (13) and ais C, does not contain the color classes KI+1, . . . , Km, we have 
also ?I# C, # C, a contradiction. Therefore o(u)(K,+r LJ IQ c Fi and (by (18)) 
w(u)K[,, c F-i. Without 10~s of generality we can now assume that e~(u,J& c F,, 
LL)(u~)&+, ~1 F2. NOW we define 
{ 
-K-+. . . , &W{&+l,. . .,&I if 4u,dK,~F~, 
Cl = 
uG+1, * * l , ,aC,}U{Kj+l, . . . , Kk) if w(o,)&c F2 
in both cases, C, satkfies (14), thus (13) and fl# c’i # C. This contradiction 
terminates the prod. 
5. Complexity of the colahg algorithm 
Finally we show th,at Lemma 1 is of predominant importance, not only for the 
theoretical proof of necessity of the coloring criterion but also for the practical 
implementation of the coloring algorithm. In particular it implies that there are 
only three possibilities to combine two color classes K, L E C (see also [8]): 
Lemma 2. Two colt~t classes K and L of a feasible coloring C and a circuit Z, with 
1Z,ld12 1Z,LI saii+y 
ifl ooze of ahe fobwing cases holds for some i E { 1,2} (cf* Fig. 4 for 6, = 4: 
(a,: Iz,,,F, ~21~ 6, - 1, IZ,KF, I = (Z,LF-i I = 1, 
(b) (z,,,F,F~~ = b,, - 29 IzWKF,I = 29 IZ,LF-il= 1, 
(c) IZ, F, F21:= b,,, - 37 IZWKF) I= JZ,LF-i I = 2. 





roof, Obviously each of these cases is sufficient for (20). Now assume that (2”~ 
holds. Clearly IZJ, F21 s b,. 
Case I. Iz,J, &I -= b,. Then as IZJ = b, + 1, WP have IZwKFiI == 1 and 
jw(w)F;l=qZ&[>b,“, a contradiction to the definition of b-matchings. 
Case l!. IZ,,F,F,I = 6, - J. Then IZJKF, UL.F__,)l= 2 and since F,, F2 are b- 
rplatchings, l&,KF, ( = IZwLF_i I= 1. 
Case 4. ~Z&F,I = b, - 3. A similar argument as above yielids 2 5~ I&KF;,l s 3. 
Suppose l&KF,l= 3. Then by Lemma 1 \?ve rhave- ei&& Cti(w)KI= 3 and 
Iw(w)FiFz) = b,-2-but then ,~o(w)~~:~&?~KZ$~ +Jw(w)F~F& b,-ar la&)~l lr= 
4, lo(w)KF,I =2-a cottradiction to \Z&F’i\ = 3. Hence jZ,,KF,l= 2 and also 
&LF_+l= 2. 
Case 5. l&,F,Fzl G b, -4. Then 
~~(~)K~I+~o(w)LF-,I~~~(KE;~, dLF_,)IXK 
But it follows from Lemma 1 that this inequality is impossible. 
If we are now looking for an implementation of the coloring algorithm, we have 
first to decide upon an appropriate representation of the cunent coloring. A 
straightforward method is to store the single edges of each color g:lass; this can ?X 
most conveniently be done in form of a tree represented by its “father” relation 
(cf. [la]). Although such a data struc@ure would lead to an elr &ant method to 
combine color classes, an easy analysis shows that the resultiqy procedure has 
inevitably super-linear time complexity. A mu& better alternative is offered by 
our two lemmas above which demonstrate the great importance of the contact 
vertices for the coloring algorithm. Thus our implelmentation is pased mainly on 
the contact vertices. The graph, the twu b-matchings, and the current coloring C 
are represented by the following data structures of length O( 1 VI): 
CON is a ICI x 2-matrix, each row CON(K, 8) con&@ the twc contact vertices 
of color class _K; if K has only one color class, we set CON(I6; 2) = 0. 
A is a 1 VI >r: 4-matrix whose rows correspond to the contact vertices which might 
be used to combine color classes. By Lemma 2 any such contact .rertex rv satisfies 
l4W,F,I ‘, b, -3 and meets at most four culor classes. The n ;imbers of these 
classes are stored in row A(v, *) in the following form: 
u meets A(u, *)= 
Kfi, K’F-,, LF-I, L’F-i 
\ I 
M-9 K’, t, L’) 
KFi, h”&, LF-i * (K, K’ L, 0) 
KF,, LF-i 1 ?I (KO, L,O) 
Two more da.ta structures are used in our implementation: 
IS (for intersection) is a vector in which the cardinalities 
are stored. 
STACK contains for future use the ver;:ices in which color, classes can be 
combined. For each vertex w in STACK, oae o[ the following three analoga to 
the cases in Lemma 2 holds: 
(a) ~&v)F,F,I =: b, - 1 (these vertices a*e put on STACK from the very 
beginning) 
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(b) Jo(w)F,F’J = b,,, - 2, Afw, 1) = A(w, 2) (then K = A(w, 1) cam be combined 
with L = A( w, 3: and perhaps also with A( w, 4)) 
(c) (w(w)F,F,I - b, -3, A(w, l)= A(w, 2), A(w, 3) = A(w, 4) (then K= A(w, 1) 
can be combined with L = A( w, 3)). 
The combining of two color classes K., L E C at a vertex w from STACK can 
now be performed in three steps: 
(1) The “free” (i.e. different from ,v) contact vertex 2, cmf L is determined in 
CON(L, * ). It becomes the new contact vertex of K’ : = K U L and thus replaces w 
(more precisely: the first occurrence of H’) in CON(K, *). 
(2) The names of the color classes with ct2ntact vertices v are updated: each 
occurrence of L in A(v, * ) is replaced by 1;. 
(3) Combining K and L, new possibilities to combine color classes can only 
aarise at v. We check that by inspecting t\(v, *) and eventually push v onto 
STACK. 
The coloring algorithm starts with initializing CON, A, and IS for the trivial 
coloring C = {{e} 1e E Fl A &} (each edge a different color). Obviously this can be 
done in linear time starting with any resonable encoding of the graph G and the 
two h-matchings Fl, F2. Simultaneously the vertices v satisfying (a) above are 
pushed onto STIICK. Now the actual coloring algorithm starts. It is described in 
the following pseudo-ALGOL procedure. 
while (STACK is not empty anal ICI > 1) do 
begin pop w from STACK; 
K := Al(w, 1); L := A(w, 3); 
commeni check if there is one more possibility to combine color classes 
at w; 
if Iw(w)F,F,l = 6,+, --2 and w meets a fourth ci)lor class A(w, 4) which has 
not yet been combined with K 
then begin ‘4(w, 3):= A(w, 4); A(w,4):= K; add w again to STACK; 
elMI; 
comment in the following, the classes K and 1; are combined and get the 
common name K; 
]CI=ICI--1; 
comment determine and update the “free” contact vertex v of L; 
v : = if CONC k, 1) = w then CON(L, Z!) else CON& 1); 
if CON(K, 1) ‘-‘ w then CON(K., 1) : = v; else CON(K, 2) : = v; 
comment updiite the coior classes met by v; 
for j : = I to 4 do if A(v, j) = L then. A(v, j) := K; 
CO nt check if color classes can be combined at v; 
V = w or v=o tkl; 
Adjace:zt vertices on the b-matching polyh, iiron 
else if lo(u)F,F,I = b, -2 and A(o, 1) = A(v, 2) 
and (A(v, 3)f A(u, 1) or (A(v, 4)#0 
awd A(vp 4) # A(a, 1))) 
then add v to STACK; 
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elm 8f Iw(v)F,F,1= b,, -2 and A(v, 3) = A(v, 4) 
and (A(v, 1) # AQv, 3) or A(v, 2) 3 A@, 3)) 
then inwrchange (A@, 3), A(v, 4)) with (A(o, l), A@, 2)) 
md iidd v to STACK; 
if b, -3 and A@, 1) = A(v, 2) 
and A(v, 3)= A(v, 4) and A(v, 1) # A(v, 3) 
then add v to STACK; 
end; 
if ICI = 1 then output ‘F,, & are adjacent’; 
else output ‘F,, F2 are not adjacent’; 
end; 
The length of the input for this algorithm is O(n) where n = I V . The inirlalization 
requires O(n) steps. The time needed to process one vertex from STACK is 
bounded by a constant, and each vertex is adijed to STACK at must twice. 
Therefore the total number of steps required is O(n). Moreover the space 
complexity is clearly O(n), 3~1s we have proven: 
Theorem 3. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n vertices and b EN;~. 7hen the 
adjacency of two b-matchings of G on the b-matching polyhtrdron of G can be 
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